Full Itinerary & Trip Details

Daily Tour Around Manisa
Kybele Relief, Sardes Ancient City, Kursunlu Waterfall, Kula Peribacalari, Kula houses

PRICE STARTING FROM

DURATION

TOUR ID

€ 38 € 38

1 days

23757

ITINERARY
Day 1 : DAILY TOUR AROUND MANISA

We will pick up you from your hotel and depart to Kybele Relief this huge roughly sculpture like is
about 8m in height and 4.5m in width, situated in Sipylus Mountain. The poorly damaged out relief
emerges to be a placed figure, carved into a huge niche. Sardes Ancient City, home to the Lydian
civilization, was founded in the Bronze Age. It has a tremendous historical importance in the history as
the place where the first money was printed. When we look at the city even today, we can see that it is a

product of a rich civilization. Lydia, an advanced civilization in the field of trade and livestock, stands
out with its artistic structures. Include Byzantine shops, a synagogue, palestra (an open expanse where
athletes trained and where the gymnasium and baths once stood), Roman villa, Temple of Artemis and
4th-century church. Kursunlu Waterfall and Present Travertine formation is an artificial waterfall which
was constructed to control and regulate the flow of Kursunlu stream. To the north of this waterfall,
travertine deposits are being formed due to the precipitation of calcium bicarbonate in the water having
its sources on either sides of the Kursunlu valley. Kula Peribacalari is a strange natural site with a
mystifying feature. Kula and its atmosphere have a volcanic geographical formation. On the higher part
of the Gediz River, there is natural incidence of fairy chimneys produced by the result of heat
transformation, wind, rain, and corrosion. Kula houses constitute a rich example of Ottoman
architecture and decorative arts with architectural arrangements in terms of planning, structure and
aesthetic arrangement with the use of techniques such as wood, plaster and pencil works. After tour we
drop you back to your hotel.
We hope your tour was a memorable one and we look forward to seeing you in the future on another
Tour again. Have a safe trip back home and thanks for choosing us.

Includes
Professional English - speaking tour guides
All entrance fees mentioned in the itinerary
Transportation in a fully air-conditioned, non-smoking coach
Pick up from your hotel
Drop back to your hotel
Guided Tour Around Manisa

Excludes
Insurance: All types
Personal expenses: Lunches, extras at hotel or additional meals
Tipping: Tips for guides and drivers
International Flights and Domestic Flights

Routes

Available On Dates
21 December, 2020 - 31 March, 2022

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday

